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Abstract 3D video is composed out of two or more, temporally synchro-
nized, 2D video streams acquired at different camera poses and accompanied
by geometrical information. In a mixed resolution 3D video stream, a subset
of views is coded at reduced resolution. It has been shown in the literature
that subjective quality of mixed resolution 3D video is close to that of full
resolution 3D video. In order to improve the coding gain in mixed resolution
coding scenario we present a new depth encoding method called View Upsam-
pling Optimization. A novel depth distortion metric based on the performance
of the Depth-Based Super Resolution is also presented. Finally, to improve
the quality of the decoded video an improved Depth-Based Super Resolution
method that uses View Synthesis Quality Mapping is used for upsampling of
low resolution views. The simulations, performed with the recently standard-
ized MVC+D encoder, show that the proposed solution combined with the
state of the art View Synthesis Distortion outperforms the anchor MVC+D
coding scheme by 14.5% of dBR on average for the total coded bitrate and by
17% of dBR on average for the synthesized views.
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1 Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) video consists of multiple views acquired by cameras
capturing the same scene from slightly different camera angles, synchronized
in time. The creation and processing of such video is challenging due to use
of many sensors. Compression and rendering of 3D video becomes difficult
since some devices like autostereoscopic displays require many input views.
Encoding and transmission of many views requires a great amount of process-
ing power and bandwidth. To remedy these obstacles the depth-enhanced 3D
video data format is employed. The presence of depth and camera calibra-
tion data allows for baseline adjustment at the receiver side. Variable baseline
might be required to adjust properties of some displays, viewing conditions or
user preferences [24]. With the help of Depth-Image-Based Rendering (DIBR)
[17] it is possible to encode only a subset of views, and generate missing ones
after decoding. In addition, depth-enhanced 3D video allows for baseline ad-
justment at the receiver side. Thus, depth-enhanced 3D video is important for
manufacturers and users of 3D-enabled devices and further development of 3D
video acquisition devices and 3D displays constitutes a demand for new video
formats and compression algorithms.

The Advanced Video Coding (H.264/AVC) standard [3] was earlier amended
by a Multiview Video Coding (MVC) extension [3,14], and has been recently
amended by a multiview-and-depth coding extension (MVC+D) [3,10]. The
MVC+D is using the Multiview Video and Depth (MVD) format and speci-
fies that texture and depth data are coded independently but put in the same
bitstream. The MVC+D permits that spatial resolution between texture and
depth views might differ, but all views of the same modality are coded at equal
spatial resolution.

3D video in which the spatial resolution between texture views differs is
called mixed resolution 3D video. In practical applications it can be created
either using a camera setup where spatial resolution of video streams produced
by distinct 2D cameras differs or by downsampling a subset of views before
encoding. In both scenarios low resolution views contain less data samples
and can be coded more efficiently. After decoding, the low resolution view has
to be upsampled to render stereoscopic views at uniform resolution. Uniform
resolution is also required for in cases where virtual view synthesis is involved
to generate content for viewpoints non-existent in the decoded stream. Since
for the stereoscopic pair creation at least one upsampled view is rendered
directly or used indirectly by the view synthesis process, the High-Frequency
Content (HFC) in one of the views in a stereopair presented to the user is
substantially decreased.

It was shown that binocular fusion can occur even if the frequency spec-
trum of the images shown to both eyes differs [23]. In the same work it was
also shown that for successful binocular fusion it is enough if either low or high
frequency spectrum is identical and that thanks to the binocular suppression
phenomenon of the Human Visual System (HVS) the view that contains high
frequencies dominates the final percept. The depth perception of compressed,
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mixed resolution stereopairs has been assessed first time in [15]. In that experi-
ments subjects were asked to decide which one of the two objects visible in the
stereoscope was closer, and press the corresponding button as fast as possible.
The measured reaction times were compared to the reaction times correspond-
ing to symmetric resolution stereopairs. Minimal increase in the response time
for mixed resolution stereopairs was detected. The mixed resolution coding
approach was first mentioned in regard with compression of stereopairs in
[30], where subjective test showed a moderate depth perception degradation
due to use of the mixed resolution coding. More subjective tests assessing
depth perception, image sharpness and overall image quality were executed
on uncompressed stereopairs [36] and results proved that downsampling by a
factor of 2 shows little impact for all aformentioned quality ratings when com-
paring to the full resolution stereopairs. Experiments on stereoscopic images
compressed with asymmetric quality [35] confirmed that subjective quality as-
sessment does not show any statistical difference with regard to eye dominance
of the subject. Furthermore, the perceived image quality is highly correlated
to the perceived sharpness.

The analysis of mixed resolution stereoscopic video coding based on H.264
AVC simulcast scheme was first introduced in [9]. The work claims that op-
timal bitrate distribution for low resolution view is 30% to 35% of the total
bitrate. In addition, it was shown that mixed resolution coding was subjec-
tively preferred over full resolution coding with the same bitrate. A more
extensive subjective quality evaluation performed on the coded, mixed resolu-
tion sequences [5], using the same coding approach, confirmed that subjective
quality of symmetric and mixed resolution 3D video does not show statistically
significant difference. The subjective quality comparisons of spatial and tem-
poral scaling [7] as well as spatial scaling and degradation due to compression
[26], causing blur and blockiness, respectively; showed that spatial scaling is
favored and can be potentially more suitable for compression scenarios that
exploit binocular suppression. Another work [33] shows that below certain
peak-signal-to-noise (PSNR) quality threshold the mixed resolution coding is
subjectively preferred over asymmetric quality coding. This finding together
with earlier ones [35][37], stating that the perceived quality of the mixed res-
olution coded 3D image is closer to the high resolution view makes the mixed
resolution approach a viable solution for 3D video coding.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the previous approaches
to mixed resolution 3D video coding are brought out. Section 3 describes
the super resolution problem and the existing Depth-Based Super Resolution
(DBSR) [19] upsampling that can be used for compressed, mixed resolution 3D
video at the post-processing step. In addition, an improvement of that method,
based on our previous publication [22], is presented. Section 4 presents a novel
3D video coding tool that can be utilized to jointly optimize the depth coding
efficiency and the quality of the upsampled low resolution view. In Section 5
the results of the simulation experiments are analyzed. Section 6 concludes
the paper.
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2 Mixed Resolution 3D Video Coding

The binocular suppression theory can be exploited in 3D and stereoscopic,
image and video coding by suppressing one of the views, missing high frequen-
cies, by the other view, that contains the HFC. The removal of HFC allows
increased compression gains. It can be realized either by asymmetric quality
coding where a subset of views can be coded with decreased quality or by
downsampling a subset of views before encoding. The former technique can
be executed by increasing the quantization parameter (QP) value. The latter
one is called mixed resolution coding.

The mixed resolution 3D video encoding solutions, presented in the litera-
ture so far, are limited to four main categories. In the first one, the simulcast
encoding is used without any type of inter-view prediction. The second cate-
gory covers the encoders that exploit inter-view prediction from the HR view
by downsampling it before using as a reference frame. The third one covers
the solutions with more advanced prediction types [13,12]. In the last group,
scalable video coding is used where inter-view and inter-layer prediction types
are implemented.

The compression technique used for stereo images, based on downsampling
one of the views before encoding, was first used by Dinstein et al. [15] and later
utilized for image sequences and named as mixed resolution coding by Perkins
et al. [30]. In [30], the right image from a stereo pair is coded at high resolution.
After that the left image is downsampled by the factor of 4 before encoding
with the use of a moving average filter and then encoded independently of the
right image. The authors execute subjective tests that show a moderate depth
perception degradation. The overall quality of the 3D image perception is not
assessed.

For experiments on the compressed mixed resolution sequences, such as
subjective quality evaluation [5], it is enough to use simulcast H.264/AVC
encoder. However, to obtain reasonable coding gains, in case of many views,
it is required to modify standard encoders to support mixed resolution.

In difference to 2D video coding, Multiview Video Coding (MVC) can uti-
lize prediction not only in temporal direction but also between frames from
different views at the same temporal location. This type of prediction is called
an inter-view prediction. To enable inter-view prediction between views with
different resolutions the high resolution reference view has to be downsampled
to the size of low resolution predicted view. After that the downsampled pic-
ture can be put to the reference picture list of the low resolution view. In [18]
the stereoscopic mixed resolution coding approach is applied to the Multiview
Video Coding [14] based on the Joint Multi-View Video Model (JMVM). The
inter-view prediction is realized for the right view only, by re-ordering the
reference picture list to contain frames from the left view. The same down-
sampling and upsampling filters as in [7] are used to enable DCP between
views with different spatial resolution and to upsample the reconstructed view
after decoding, respectively. To reduce the complexity of the inter-view pre-
diction for mixed resolution coding one of the solutions [11] proposes a change
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for motion estimation chain of the MVC [14]. The downsampling of the high
resolution view for the inter-view prediction of the low resolution view is omit-
ted. In addition the interpolation of the low resolution view for the purpose
of motion estimation is not executed. For integer and half-pixel positions the
samples from high resolution view are used directly. Only quarter-pixel sam-
ples required for low resolution view motion search are generated. A similar
solution is utilized in [39].

The solution for inter-view prediction in mixed resolution 3D video coding
to use high resolution view as a predictor for low resolution view is intuitive
and straightforward. However, the low-pass filtering step, used in the down-
sampling of the high resolution view, removes the high-frequency content. To
enable more efficient prediction from samples in the high resolution view adap-
tive filtering is possible. The solution proposed in [13,12] uses samples from
the high resolution view not from its downsampled version. The corresponding
pixel from the high resolution view is filtered prior to using it as a predictor
for low resolution frame. The coefficients of the filter proposed in [13] are
generated by solving the Least Mean Square problem and searching for the
minimum error between the predicted low resolution view sample and the set
of samples used for prediction from the high resolution view.

The binocular suppression theory can be exploited in scalable video coding
solutions. In one of the basic approaches of mixed resolution for multiview and
3D video coding applied to SVC the system presented in [25] transmits the
enhancement layer only for the required views based on the head position of
the viewer. Mixed resolution 3D video is shown only in a fallback situation
where the prediction of the viewpoint fails and corresponding enhancement
layer is not present in the stream. In this solution scalable enhancement layers
are not inter-view predicted. A more advanced solution [31] presents a scheme
where the non-base view is coded in a spatially scalable manner, and mixed
resolution stereoscopic video is obtained by transmitting only the base layer
of the non-base view.

A recent solution for mixed resolution coding of the MVD data is proposed
in [6]. In [6] the reference software [1,20] for the MVC+D [10] is modified to
support low resolution texture views. According to the C3 scenario of the
Common Test Conditions (CTC) [2], the coding scheme presented in [6] as-
sumes that 3 texture and 3 depth views are coded. The CTC implies that
depth views are coded at a reduced spatial resolution with width and height
decreased by half comparing to the texture resolution. The inter-view predic-
tion is not enabled for the center view which is selected as the base view. The
side views are dependent views and inter-view prediction from the base view
is enabled. The mixed resolution coding scheme utilized in this paper is pre-
sented in Fig. 1 where texture views are represented in blue and depth views in
gray. The base view is coded at a full resolution whereas side views are coded
at a reduced spatial resolution. The texture side views are downsampled be-
fore encoding/decoding process, shown in dashed lines. To enable inter-view,
motion-compensated prediction (MCP) between views with different resolu-
tions, similarly to earlier solutions, the base texture view is downsampled,
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Fig. 1 The utilized mixed resolution 3D video coding scheme. The blue blocks correspond
to texture and the gray ones to depth.

during encoding, before it is used as a reference for side views. After decoding,
texture and depth views undergo upsampling, marked in dotted lines. The
view synthesis process that renders virtual views, required for a given display,
is the last step of the scheme. According to CTC, 6 views are rendered for the
purpose of performance measurement.

3 Super Resolution for Mixed Resolution 3D Video

3.1 Super Resolution Problem Formulation

As can be seen in Fig. 1, in mixed resolution 3D video scheme, some of the
views are represented in lower resolution. However, the rendering process, ei-
ther direct rendering of the decoded views or virtual view synthesis, requires
views at the same resolution. In order to properly render 3D video the side
views have to be upsampled to the resolution of the base view.

Conventional image upsampling solutions interpolate missing pixel sam-
ples from the neighboring pixel values. Super resolution techniques reconstruct
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high resolution (HR) images from a set of low resolution (LR) images. Since
the non-redundant information is extracted from several frames available, the
high-frequency content in reconstructed image is increased. The super resolu-
tion problem is formed as an inverse problem. The model assumes that the
reconstruction of the high resolution image X can be done by finding the geo-
metric warp, blur and decimation, G,B,D, respectively, applied to the set of
k low resolution images Yk

Yk = DkBkGkX k = 1, . . . , N. (1)

Traditional super resolution techniques approximate the geometric warp by
subpixel motions. Due to limitations in modeling of complex motion, current
algorithms either assume global motion or try to avoid explicit motion esti-
mation [27].

3.2 Depth Based Super Resolution

In case of the mixed resolution 3D video the LR texture view frame can be
super resolved by using the HFC from HR view. Due to conditions of the
3D video acquisition systems with parallel camera setups the registration step
that uses simple motion estimation is not possible. Instead, the geometrical
transform has to be specified as a projection from HR camera viewpoint to
the LR camera viewpoint. The solution based on Depth Image Based Render-
ing (DIBR) [17] is proposed in [19]. The performance of the DBSR method
was verified on uncompressed [19,38] stereoscopic images and 3D video se-
quences. The evaluation on compressed mixed resolution 3D video sequences
[21] confirms that even though, the method is prone to errors in depth maps,
upsampled and full resolution sequences are subjectively indistinguishable.

The outline of the DBSR method is presented in Fig. 2. The LR side view
VS is first upsampled using a conventional upsampling method in which the
intensity values for new pixels are calculated with use of neighboring pixels
from the same frame. Since the downsampling process is low-pass filtering
followed by decimation, and HFC cannot be restored from low-pass filtered
VS image, the upsampled image V UP

S is also low-pass filtered one. To recover
missing HFC the center HR view is projected using the DIBR process to the
viewpoint of the side view VS . The HFC is extracted from the projected view
VC−>S in three steps. First, the VC−>S is downsampled with use of the same
downsampling filter that was used to obtain VS . After that it is upsampled
with the same filter as the one used to obtain V UP

S . Thanks to these steps
the low-pass filtered version of the VC−>S is obtained and the same filters are
used as for side view. Simulation results prove that using the same filters is
essential for efficiency of this method [19]. In the last step the HFC image is
extracted from the VC−>S by pixel-correspondent subtraction of VC−>S,LP

intensity values from VC−>S . The extracted HFC pixel intensity values are
added to the corresponding pixel intensities in the V UP

S image to enhance
it. Since the quality of the virtual view VC−>S is prone to decreased depth
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Fig. 2 The depth based super resolution.

map accuracy the depth re-projection consistency check is used to select pixels
that undergo enhancement. In [21] we propose a simplified consistency that
compares pixel-wise correspondence in the texture image instead of depth re-
projection. It reduces the overall complexity of the DBSR algorithm by 26%
and keeps the upsampling quality at the same level.

3.3 View Synthesis Quality Mapping

To mitigate problems with pixel correspondence between side view and pro-
jected center view we propose to modify the DBSR solution and employ the
View Synthesis Quality Mapping (VSQM) [22]. The enhancement of the HFC,
used in the DBSR process, highly depends on the pixel correspondence, uti-
lized in the view synthesis. However, the accuracy of the pixel correspondence
depends on the quality of depth data. Depth maps may contain errors originat-
ing from imprecise depth estimation process as well as compression artifacts.
In the existing DBSR solution [19] multiple texture views can be utilized but
projection depends solely on single depth map view pertinent to the texture
view.

As presented in Fig. 3, we propose to execute two projection types for the
center view VC , forward and backward. The forward projection uses center
view depth map whereas the backward projection uses side view depth map
[22]. For each synthesized view the DBSR process is executed. Based on the
per-pixel distortion of the low-pass filtered version of the projected view, cal-
culated in reference to the upsampled side view V UP

S , the binary quality map
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Fig. 3 The Depth-Based Super Resolution with the View Synthesis Quality Mapping

is generated. The quality map is used by the algorithm to decide whether
the high-frequency component should be extracted from forward or backward
projected view. The quality map is created as follows. The view synthesis is ex-
ecuted based on forward and backward projection method, yielding V FP

C and
V BP
C , correspondingly. The upsampled side view V UP

S serves as a reference
image for the quality map generation. Since the reference image is low-pass
filtered due to downsampling, it is compared to the low-pass filtered versions
of the synthesized views V BP,H

C and V FP,H
C , to preserve the comparison in the

same low-frequency domain. The binary map Q has the same resolution as the
upsampled view and is generated for each pixel according to Eq. 2. The sum
of absolute differences is calculated in a square window W (x, y), centered at
(x, y) coordinates.
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Q(x, y) =



1,if
∑

i,j∈W (x,y)

|V FP,H
C (i, j)− V UP

S (i, j)|

<
∑

i,j∈W (x,y)

|V BP,H
C (i, j)− V UP

S (i, j)|

0,else.

(2)

4 View Upsampling Optimization

4.1 Modification of Rate-Distortion Optimization

None of the aforementioned mixed resolution coding schemes take into account
the distortion caused by upsampling of the low-resolution view. The encoder
assumes that low-resolution view is the reference view and optimizes the rate
and distortion to code it. However, all views from the 3D video stream have
to be rendered in the full resolution. Since the DBSR upsampling uses depth
to upsample low-resolution view it is possible to encode depth with respect to
the upsampled view quality.

We propose a novel depth map encoding method for mixed resolution 3D
video coded in MVD format. As shown in Fig. 1, the coding scheme presented
in this paper utilizes depth data for super resolution of side views and virtual
view synthesis. Consequently, we propose to optimize depth map coding for
these purposes by changing the distortion calculation in the Rate-Distortion
Optimization (RDO) part of the encoding.

An ordinary video coding system uses a sum of squared distances (SSD)
metric to evaluate distortion of the encoded video block B(W,H) of width W
and height H, for a given encoding mode, according to the following equation:

D(MODE) = SSD(W,H)(DO, DC) =
∑

x,y∈B(W,H)

|DO(x, y)−DC(x, y)|2. (3)

TheDO andDC correspond to original and coded depth, respectively. The SSD
metric is utilized in the RDO process that searches for the best mode M that
jointly optimizes rate R and distortion D. The RDO process is encompassed
by Lagrangian optimization [29] in the form of the following equation:

J(M,λMODE) = D(MODE) + λMODE ·R(DC ,M). (4)

For coding side-view depth maps we propose to add a new distortion met-
ric based on the DBSR-upsampled block, called Upsampled View Distortion
(UVD). The new metric calculates SSD between the super-resolved texture
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block, generated by the DBSR executed during encoding, and a reference tex-
ture block from the original HR side view

UV D(2W,2H)(T
S
O ,MBUP+HF

S ) =
∑

x,y∈B(2W,2H)

|TS
O(x, y)−BUP+HF

S (i, j)|2,

i = x− x0, j = y − y0,

(5)

where TS
O refers to the original HR side view texture at the same viewpoint

as the side view VS . To keep memory requirements low the VUD operates on
the block basis. The indices of the super-resolved texture block BUP+HF

S (i, j)
have to be offset by x0 and y0 which correspond to horizontal and vertical
coordinates of the block’s upper left corner in the reference frame. Since the
depth is coded at half horizontal and half vertical resolution of the HR texture
view, each depth block of size W × H corresponds to texture block of size
2W × 2H. Thus the VUD is calculated on the blocks of size 2W × 2H. The
distortion metric used for the RDO becomes

D(MODE) = α · UV D(2W,2H)(T
S
O , BUP+HF

S ) + β · SSD(W,H)(DO, DC). (6)

The presented coding scheme is based on the 3D video encoder [3] that can
be configured to use a View Synthesis Distortion (VSD) [28] in the RDO loop.
Even though, the VSD is not an obligatory encoding method, we decided to
combine UVD and VSD since both methods increase depth coding efficiency.
The distortion measure with UVD and VSD is calculated according to the
following equation:

D(MODE) = α · UV D(2W,2H)(T
S
O , BUP+HF

S ) + β · SSD(W,H)(DO, DC)

+γ · V SD(W,H)(DO, DC , TO),
(7)

where TO represents the reconstructed side view texture. The weights {α, β, γ}
are experimentally found and the selection is justified in Section 5. Since the
weights are integer numbers that do not sum up to 1 the calculated distortion
D(MODE) is normalized with division by the sum of weights (α+ β + γ).

4.2 Upsampled View Distortion Calculation

The proposed UVD metric aims to optimize depth coding with the assump-
tion that depth data will be used for DBSR process to improve the quality of
the upsampled, side texture view. The use of the UVD metric requires that
dependent texture view is encoded before dependent depth view of the same
viewpoint. It is important to note that, for every tested block mode, the al-
gorithm for UVD calculation deals with two block sizes. For blocks from the
coded, dependent depth view and coded, dependent texture view a low reso-
lution block is used, referred to as LR block. For blocks from the upsampled
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Fig. 4 Block-based projection from HR center view.

view, marked as V UP
S in Fig. 2, synthesized view and reference HR texture

view, referred to as HR blocks, high resolution is used. The LR block width
and height is determined by the encoded depth block size for which the dis-
tortion is calculated. Since dependent texture views and corresponding depth
views are encoded at quarter resolution, the width and height parameters of
the HR block are two times larger comparing to the LR block. Due to the fact
that the algorithm is identical for both LR side, depth views, it is explained
only for one pair of LR side view and HR center view.

Since the UVD metric takes into account the distortion of the blocks from
the DBSR-upsampled, HR texture frame, the first step is to upsample the
encoded LR texture frame with use of the conventional upsampling method
to obtain V UP

S frame according to the scheme depicted in Fig. 2. The 6-tap
H.264/AVC interpolation filter [4] with the coefficients

[1 − 5 20 20 − 5 1]/32 (8)

is used. Since the conventional upsampling does not depend on the depth, it
is done in advance, once per coded depth frame. After that the UVD metric
is calculated for each depth coding mode in the course of the rate-distortion
optimization. For each tested LR depth block the following steps, described
below in details, are executed:

1. Extract HR texture block from the texture frame upsampled with conven-
tional upsampling.

2. Use LR depth block to back-project HR texture block from the center view.
3. Back-project additional pixels serving as taps for filtering the projected

HR texture block.
4. Low-pass filter the projected HR texture block.
5. Extract the HFC from the projected HR texture block.
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6. Add the HFC to the HR texture block extracted in step 1. to form the
DBSR block.

7. Calculate distortion between the DBSR block and the corresponding block
in the HR reference texture frame.

In the first step the HR texture block, corresponding to the reconstructed, LR
depth block, is extracted from the frame upsampled with use of the conven-
tional upsampling method. After that the corresponding HR block of texture
data from the reconstructed texture center view is projected to the side view.
The projection can be realized either by forward or backward projection [22].
Since the projection is done in a block-based manner it is more reasonable
to use backward projection due to its lower complexity and memory require-
ments [32]. The outline of the projection process is depicted in Fig. 4. The
reconstructed LR depth block for which the coding mode is tested and the
UVD metric is calculated is shown in white. Blocks already encoded are shown
in gray. Since the goal is to project the HR texture block, each depth value
in LR depth block corresponds to 4 depth values in the HR depth block. The
calculation of the intensity pixel locations from the HR center texture view,
named source view, corresponding to depth pixels in the HR block of the side
view, called target view, are simplified [32] to equation

xtarget = xsource +
t · f
Z

, (9)

where x is the pixel location, t is the distance between cameras, f is the fo-
cal length and Z is the distance measure in mm, calculated from the depth
value. Due to viewpoint difference between cameras, the shift between pixels
in corresponding blocks from neighboring views does not change linearly but
depends on the disparity between the pixels. Due to the same reason the width
of the window in the source view, that covers area from which pixels are pro-
jected, can be estimated in advance but with additional complexity cost. It
would require search for minimum and maximum depth value. Moreover, the
search window, in the source view, with larger size imposes increased memory
requirements. Thus, the backward projection is better solution to maintain
block-based operation with lower complexity cost. The height of the source-
view window is the same as the HR block since sequences are assumed to be
rectified and correspondent pixels lay on the corresponding horizontal lines
between source and target view. If the horizontal position of the correspond-
ing pixel in the HR center view is not an integer value, the interpolation up
to quarter-pixel position is done. The upsampling is performed only for re-
quired subpixel positions with use of the H.264/AVC [4] interpolation filter
for half-pel positions and linear interpolation for quarter-pel positions. In the
next step, the pixels, that lay in the neighborhood of the HR projected block,
are also projected. These pixels will serve as the taps for low-pass filter exe-
cuted on the pixels from inside of the block, laying close to the border of the
block. The additional pixels from neighboring blocks are marked in Fig. 5. The
reconstructed depth block for which the UVD metric is calculated is marked
in dark gray color. For projection of pixels in upper and left block, marked
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Fig. 5 Additional pixels from the projected image that serve as taps for low-pass filters.
The block size 8x8 serves as an example and varies in the application.

as A and B, correspondingly, the reconstructed depth data is used. Since the
encoding is realized in the raster order and the reconstructed depth data is
missing for right and lower block, marked as C and D, correspondingly, the
original depth data is used for these blocks. The next step is low-pass filtering
of the back-projected HR texture block. To mimic the low-pass filtering exe-
cuted in the DBSR process, the downsampling followed by upsampling with
same filters as the ones used for DBSR post-processing, is conducted. In the
next two steps the HFC is extracted and added to the pixel values obtained
from the conventional upsampling. The upsampled HR block is calculated with
use of the following equation

BUP+HF
S (x, y) = V S(x, y)− V SLP (x, y) + V UP

S (x, y), (10)

pertaining to every pixel in the block. The low-pass filtered, projected pixel
V SLP (x, y) is subtracted from the projected pixel V S(x, y) to get high-frequency
component which is added to the pixel V UP

S (x, y), upsampled with the conven-
tional upsampling method. In the last step the upsampled HR block BUP+HF

S

is used for the UVD metric calculation with reference to original HR texture.
The Sum of Squared Differences between the BUP+HF

S block and the corre-
sponding block in the reference HR texture frame is calculated to obtain the
UVD metric value.
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5 Experimental Results

The proposed modifications for depth coding and the Depth-Based Super Res-
olution are tested on the mixed resolution 3D video coding scheme presented
in Fig. 1. The UVD metric and changes of the RDO loop for depth encoding
are implemented on top of the modified 3DV-ATM reference software [6] based
on the MVC+D video coding standard [3,10]. The base texture view of the
encoded 3D video conforms to H.264/AVC, while the dependent texture views
are compatible with the MVC extension [3] except for the re-sampling of the
decoded base view pictures for inter-view prediction, as described in Section 2.
The depth views conform to the MVC+D standard. Texture and depth views
are coded into the same bitstream using the MVC+D bitstream syntax. The
configuration for encoding simulations and test sequences is described in the
CTC [2], the C3 part that corresponds to a 3-view configuration. The depth
data is coded with spatial resolution halved for both, horizontal and vertical,
directions. In difference to the CTC the side texture views are coded with hor-
izontal and vertical spatial resolutions decreased by half. The downsampling
is realized by the 12-tap filter [16] with a cut-off frequency of 0.9π and the
following coefficients

[2 − 3 − 9 6 39 58 39 6 − 9 − 3 2 0]/32 . (11)

After decoding, the upsampling method that is able to benefit from DBSR-
oriented depth coding, proposed in Section 3.3, is used. In the last step a

Table 1 Performance of mixed resolution 3D video coding [6] with use of VSQM [22]
upsampling method.

Sequence Index Coded views Synthesized views

dBR [%] dPSNR [dB] dBR [%] dPSNR [dB]

PoznanHall2 S01 -17.70 0.59 -18.92 0.69
PoznanStreet S02 -2.40 0.02 -5.70 0.16
UndoDancer S03 -3.61 0.07 -11.27 0.37

GhostTownFly S04 -10.49 0.36 -13.54 0.51
Kendo S05 -10.84 0.51 -12.31 0.57
Balloons S06 -12.27 0.61 -13.88 0.67

Newspaper S08 -3.16 0.08 -6.83 0.24
Shark S10 -7.11 0.33 -11.74 0.52

Average -8.45 0.32 -11.78 0.47

set of three additional views between each pair of adjacent coded views is
synthesized using the view synthesis reference software (VSRS) [34] to assess
the objective quality of views intended for multiview autostereoscopic displays.
The synthesized views are compared against the views at the same camera
positions rendered with use of uncompressed texture and depth data. The
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anchor bitstreams are generated according to the C3 scenario with the 3DV-
ATM software [1], using the MVC+D configuration with full resolution for
base- and dependent-texture views and reduced resolution for the depth views.
Since the proposed depth encoding method uses reconstructed side-texture
view of the same viewpoint the texture has to be coded before the depth.
The coding order T0T1T2D0D1D2 is selected for all following comparisons.
In order to explore dependencies between the proposed depth coding method
and the View Synthesis Optimization (VSO) the anchor is coded with the VSD
disabled.

To compare objective bitrate reduction of compressed sequences the Bjon-
tegaard delta bitrate [8] (dBR) and delta Peak Signal-To-Noise (dPSNR) ratio
are used. The dBR results are shown in two columns and calculated as fol-
lowing. For the ’coded views’ column an aggregated bitrate of texture and
depth coded data versus average PSNR of the coded texture is used. For the
’synthesized views’ column an aggregated bitrate of texture and depth data
versus average PSNR of three synthesized views between each adjacent pair of
coded views for a given sequence is used. The parameters for the view synthesis
process are specified in [2].

Since it was shown [22] that DBSR with VSQM produces video with higher
quality than the conventional DBSR method [19] we use the former one for all
presented results. In the first experiment we try to assess the compression gain
obtained by coding of mixed resolution 3D video with use of only inter-view
prediction between texture views [6]. The results presented in Tab. 1 confirm
that this coding approach can bring significant coding gains.

Table 2 Comparison of two depth encoding methods: VSD [28] and the proposed View
Upsampling Optimization.

Seq. VSD [28] proposed VUO

Coded views Synthesized views Coded views Synthesized views

dBR[%] dPSNR[dB] dBR[%] dPSNR[dB] dBR[%] dPSNR[dB] dBR[%] dPSNR[dB]

S01 -19.32 0.68 -23.33 0.93 -21.34 0.76 -19.86 0.74
S02 -3.32 0.04 -8.25 0.24 -5.98 0.12 -7.49 0.21
S03 1.16 -0.10 -12.63 0.43 -4.97 0.12 -9.49 0.31
S04 -10.57 0.35 -14.48 0.54 -12.63 0.45 -14.95 0.57
S05 -20.82 1.04 -22.39 1.08 -20.00 0.99 -19.21 0.90
S06 -18.67 0.98 -20.19 1.03 -18.49 0.97 -18.73 0.94
S08 -5.27 0.17 -9.40 0.33 -8.75 0.32 -8.89 0.32
S10 -9.58 0.44 -14.58 0.65 -11.13 0.53 -14.80 0.66

Average -10.80 0.45 -15.66 0.65 -12.91 0.53 -14.18 0.58

In the final solution we aim to combine the proposed depth encoding
method, designed for mixed resolution 3D video, with the state of the art
depth encoding algorithm which optimizes depth compression with respect
to the synthesized view quality. The proposed VUO method optimizes depth
compression with respect to the depth-based super-resolved view. Thus, in
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Table 3 Coding performance with use of the distortion metric calculated according to
Eq. 7.

Sequence Index Coded views Synthesized views

dBR [%] dPSNR [dB] dBR [%] dPSNR [dB]

PoznanHall2 S01 -22.32 0.82 -23.71 0.95
PoznanStreet S02 -6.88 0.16 -9.60 0.29
UndoDancer S03 -4.79 0.11 -14.44 0.49

GhostTownFly S04 -13.29 0.47 -15.73 0.59
Kendo S05 -24.40 1.25 -24.03 1.16
Balloons S06 -21.55 1.16 -21.62 1.11

Newspaper S08 -10.26 0.39 -10.85 0.39
Shark S10 -13.08 0.63 -16.78 0.75

Average -14.57 0.62 -17.09 0.72

the next experiment we assess the gains for both methods to find the limit
of theoretically-possible total compression gain when both of the methods are
used. The VSD is implemented in the 3DV-ATM reference software [1]. For
both methods the VSQM is used as the post-processing step. The comparison
of results in Tab. 2 shows that average dBR gain for coded views is higher for
View Upsampling Optimization (VUO). However, the average dBR gain for
synthesized views is lower comparing to the VSD. These results align with the
design of these two metrics. The VSD metric aims to decrease the bitrate for
depth data and keep the quality of synthesized views high whereas the VUO
metric takes into account only the upsampled view quality. Thus, use of the
VUO metric without the VSD leads to lower quality of the synthesized views.

Since both encoding methods aim to optimize depth for different purposes
there is a potential to increase coding gain by combining both methods. The
results corresponding to the combined distortion metric, calculated according
to Eq. 7 are presented in Tab. 3. It can be seen that the proposed modification
shows superior performance than any of the methods used as standalone.

According to Eq. 7, the modified RDO for depth coding requires weights
{α, β, γ} to be found. We decided to search for these parameters experimen-
tally with the assumption that the importance of UVD and SVD metrics
should be high. In order to preserve the same distortion scale as one used
for standard distortion metric the new distortion metric is normalized by
(α + β + γ) factor. The configuration for the VSD implementation from the
reference software [1] uses {β = 1, γ = 4} and obviously α = 0 since UVD
is not implemented in the standard reference software. We tested the VUO
performance with the following set of weights:

a) {α = 4, β = 1, γ = 4}
b) {α = 5, β = 1, γ = 3}
c) {α = 6, β = 1, γ = 2}
d) {α = 7, β = 1, γ = 1}
e) {α = 8, β = 1, γ = 0} .
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Fig. 6 Coding gain for the proposed VUO with respect to the α parameter.

Based on the results from Fig. 6 we can see that the best coding perfor-
mance corresponds to the d) parameter set. In Table 3 full results correspond-
ing to this parameter set are shown.

In the final coding efficiency experiment we compare the combination of
two solutions proposed in this paper, namely the View Upsampling Optimiza-
tion and the View Synthesis Quality Mapping to the state of the art mixed
resolution 3D video encoder proposed in [6], where the DBSR method is not
used in the upsampling step. From Fig. 7 it can be seen that the proposed
solution provides compression efficiency improvements for every sequence in
the test set. It should be noted that the VSD is not used in this experiment
since it was not used in the work presented in [6].

The computational complexity analysis is presented in Tab. 4. The results
show the cumulative execution times of the encoder and the DBSR upsampler.
The results are presented for all sequences as the percentage of the total run-
ning time of the corresponding symmetric resolution case. The VSD is enabled
for all tested configurations. Since the total running time between high-bitrate
ratepoint and low-birate ratepoint decreases linearly the table presents re-
sults corresponding to these two ratepoints. The columns marked as ’MR’
correspond to the mixed resolution encoder, whereas the columns marked as
’MR+VUO’ correspond to the encoder with the proposed VUO enabled. The
results show that use of the mixed resolution encoder is beneficial not only
from the coding efficiency but also from the complexity point of view and that
mixed resolution encoding is suitable for the power-constrained mobile devices.
Another observation is that VUO increases computational complexity by 25
%-units. Nevertheless, the total complexity is still far below the complexity of
the symmetric resolution encoder.
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Table 4 Computational complexity comparison of the two mixed resolution coding ap-
proaches versus symmetric resolution. Total execution times showed as a fraction of the
corresponding symmetric execution time.

Sequence Index MR MR + VUO

RP4 [%] RP1 [%] RP4 [%] RP1 [%]

PoznanHall2 S01 57.2 56.8 84.3 84.3
PoznanStreet S02 58.0 57.2 84.0 84.0
UndoDancer S03 57.6 57.1 82.7 84.0

GhostTownFly S04 57.7 57.4 82.4 83.9
Kendo S05 58.5 57.7 83.5 84.0
Balloons S06 58.7 57.7 82.5 84.9

Newspaper S08 58.7 57.5 84.0 84.3
Shark S10 56.9 57.0 81.7 83.7

Average 57.9 57.3 83.1 84.1

6 Conclusions

The paper proposes a novel depth encoding method, namely the View Up-
sampling Optimization, for mixed resolution 3D video coding. In difference to
previous approaches where encoder optimizes depth quality to use it solely for
view synthesis, our solution combines the state of art View Synthesis Distortion
metric with the proposed Upsampled View Distortion metric. Effectively, the
depth map quality is optimized for two types of post-processing, the Depth-
Based Super Resolution and the view synthesis. To further improve coding
efficiency we propose to use the View Synthesis Quality Mapping. The simu-
lation results show that the average coding efficiency gain relative to MVC+D
coding at symmetric resolution is increased by 14.5% dBR for coded views and
17% for synthesized views.
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Fig. 7 Rate-Distortion curves. The mixed resolution proposed in [6] is the anchor. The
proposed solution uses the UVD metric for depth coding and the VSQM upsampling in the
post-processing.


